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PROXY MEMORANDUM 
 
To:  AES Corp. Shareholders 
Subject:   Shareholder Resolution Requesting an Assessment of the Business Impact of Limiting 

Global Warming to 2 Degrees Celsius  
Date:       March 3, 2017  
Contact:  Mary Minette, Director of Shareholder Advocacy, mminette@mercyinvestments.org 
             
 
Mercy Investment Services, Inc. recommends a vote “FOR” the shareholder resolution described below. 
The proposal was filed by Mercy and will appear on AES Corporation’s (AES) proxy ballot and be 
voted on at AES’s Annual Meeting.   
 
Resolved:    
Shareholders request that AES, with board oversight, publish an assessment (at reasonable cost and omitting 
proprietary information) of the long term impacts on the company’s portfolio, of public policies and technological 
advances that are consistent with limiting global warming to no more than two degrees Celsius over pre-
industrial levels. 
 
Supporting Statement: This report could include: 

• How AES could adjust its capital expenditure plans to align with a two degree scenario; and 
• Plans to integrate technological, regulatory and business model innovations such as electric vehicle 

infrastructure, distributed energy sources (storage and generation), demand response, smart grid 
technologies, and customer energy efficiency as well as corresponding revenue models and rate designs. 

 
Summary 

1. AES’ current and short-term business plans rely heavily on fossil fuel generation and expose 
the company to the risk that their generation assets may become stranded as policies and 
markets move to support low-carbon power generation. 

2. The company’s disclosures to date do not fulfill the request of the shareholder proposal 
because they do not test the long-term resilience of the company’s power generation 
portfolio and planned capital expenditures against a scenario or scenarios to limit global 
warming to an increase of no more than 2 degrees over pre-industrial levels. 
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3. Two-degree scenario analysis will help AES to adapt its business model and capital 
allocation processes and better position the company for a low-carbon future. 

4. Tools for scenario analysis are readily available and will help to reduce future financial risk 
 
Discussion 

1. AES is at risk due to its current business model. 
 
Heavy reliance on fossil fuel generation assets exposes AES to the risk that these assets may become 
devalued before the end of their useful life as a result of public policies put in place to keep 
temperatures below 2 degrees or market changes as low-carbon technologies such as wind, solar and 
energy storage become more affordable. 
 
The company’s 2015 Annual Report reflects a power generation mix that remains heavily reliant on 
fossil fuels, with high-carbon coal and oil making up 45% of its generation and lower-carbon natural 
gas making up 32% of the total.1 The 2015 Annual Report puts the company’s renewable generation at 
23%, although a closer look at the company’s portfolio yields the information that much of its current 
renewable generation is hydropower,2 which produces no carbon but carries climate change and 
reputational risks that make it a less desirable choice than other renewables.  Moreover, according to a 
December 2016 presentation, AES’s construction pipeline for 2016-2019 is heavily weighted toward 
fossil fuels with natural gas and coal comprising 89.8% of the total capacity either under construction or 
undergoing upgrades.3 
 
AES acknowledges that climate change regulations pose a potential material risk to the company’s core 
business.4   
 

2. The company’s disclosures are not enough to assure investors and markets that AES is 
planning for a low-carbon future. 
 

The company’s disclosures to date do not fulfill the request of the shareholder proposal because they 
do not test the long-term resilience of the company’s power generation portfolio against a scenario or 
scenarios to limit global warming to an increase of no more than 2 degrees over pre-industrial levels. 
 
The SEC has rejected AES’ contention that its existing disclosures adequately address the shareholder 
proposal. In December, AES filed a no-action letter with the SEC claiming that AES’ existing 
disclosures and its November 2016 report “Strategy for Environmental Performance,”5 represented 
“substantial implementation” of the proposal. The SEC considered this argument and ruled that: “it 
does not appear that AES’ public disclosures compare favorably with the guidelines of the proposal.”6 
 
In the recently released “Strategy for Environmental Performance”, AES outlines short-term plans that 
include building more natural gas generation capacity, investing in no-carbon renewable energy and 
detail the company’s current battery storage projects. The company also plans to convert some of its 
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U.S. coal-fired power plants to lower-carbon natural gas7 and CEO Andres Gluski recently announced 
that two large coal projects in India and the Philippines are “possibly” the company’s last coal projects.8  
However, even if these are the company’s last coal plants, they represent a significant investment in 
generation assets that may not generate expected returns due to market and regulatory changes. 
Though we welcome the February 24 announcement that AES intends to purchase sPower, an owner of 
utility scale solar assets,9 this type of acquisition provides an excellent example of how such 
acquisitions could better be assessed and valued if AES were to conduct a 2-degree scenario analysis to 
determine the potential range of projected revenues associated with various scenarios. 
 
AES points to past reductions in the company’s overall carbon emissions and projects short-term future 
reductions;10 however, past performance without further detail about how the company plans to reduce 
emissions over the long term and in line with the below 2-degree objective of the Paris Agreement falls 
short of the analysis and disclosure requested by the shareholder proposal.   
 
Without additional details indicating that the company is setting long-term goals for emissions 
reductions, using an internal price on carbon to inform decision-making, or testing the company’s 
short- and long-term business plans and capital expenditures against different scenarios designed to 
reach a 2-degree goal, investors lack critical information about the company’s plans to manage their 
business in light of regulatory, technological and market challenges. 
 

3. Two-degree scenario analysis will help AES to adapt its business model and capital 
allocation processes and better position the company for a low-carbon future.  

 
Robust scenario analysis is increasingly critical in the rapidly changing regulatory and technological 
world in which AES operates.   
 
In December 2016, the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) of the G20’s 
Financial Stability Board released a set of draft recommendations for climate-related disclosures in 
financial filings.11 The TCFD framework includes recommendations that relate to the way firms 
consider the impact of climate change on their governance, risk management and strategy and sets out 
metrics and scenarios firms should consider disclosing. The TCFD guidelines recommend that all 
companies “describe the potential impact of different scenarios, including a 2°C scenario, on the 
organization’s businesses, strategy, and financial planning” but also includes more specific guidance 
for companies in the oil and gas, coal and electric utilities sectors due to the unique vulnerabilities of 
these industries.   
 
While we are interested to see the types of actions that AES is undertaking to address climate change 
across its different business units, our shareholder proposal asks not for actions taken but rather for 
ways in which the company is incorporating different climate change scenarios into its strategic 
planning for future actions. Global energy companies are increasingly using this type of scenario 
analysis to identify both vulnerabilities and opportunities for their business, and to reassure investors 
and markets that they are poised to manage and take advantage of both. For example, BHP Billiton, a 
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global mining, metals and petroleum company, has adopted a planning process that “uses scenario 
analysis to encompass a wide spectrum of potential outcomes for key global uncertainties.”12 BHP 
Billiton outlined four possible scenarios in a publicly available report issued in 2015 ranging from an 
orderly transition to a 2-degree world to a shock event that leads to a much more rapid transition to a 
two-degree Celsius world by 2030.13   
 
Other electric utilities are disclosing long-term plans that align with a 2-degree goal: NRG Energy, Xcel 
Energy and Enel have all agreed to set greenhouse gas reduction targets in line with achieving the 2-
degree scenario. Xcel recently announced that it will be replacing 1.4 gigawatts of coal generation in 
Minnesota with natural gas and making significant new investments in renewable generation, and that 
the company is on track to reduce its carbon dioxide emissions 30 percent from 2005 levels by 2020—
exceeding its goal of a 20 percent reduction by 2020. AGL, an Australian utility, embraced a very 
similar shareholder resolution by taking action to align its portfolios and planning with the 2-degree 
target. American Electric Power recently disclosed plans to retire its remaining coal plants, invest in 
more modern and efficient transmission infrastructure and expand its renewable energy projects 
between now and 2030. As a global energy provider, AES needs to adjust its strategy to compete in the 
new market dynamics being created by the energy transition. 
 

4. Tools to implement scenario analysis are readily available and will help to manage the 
company’s future risk. 
 

The scenario analysis requested in the shareholder proposal could help to prevent potentially costly 
mistakes in future plans and capital allocation decisions. In addition, numerous tools and examples 
exist to aid the company in carrying out a 2-degree scenario analysis within existing strategic planning 
processes. 
 
Utilities such as AES make frequent decisions allocating significant capital to assets with 30- to 40-year 
lifespans, and regulated utilities are routinely required to develop reports on their future generation 
plans that extend well into the future. The Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures 
discusses scenario analysis as a means to “allow an organization to explore and develop an 
understanding of how the physical and transition risks and opportunities of climate change might 
impact the business over time.”14 Along with its recommendations, the task force also issued a technical 
report to help guide companies in carrying out scenario analysis.15   
 
In November 2016, the U.S. government released a Mid-Century Strategy for Deep Decarbonization16, 
which outlines several approaches by which the U.S. could achieve greenhouse gas reductions of 80 
percent or more by 2050. The report highlights ways that the entire energy system can transition to 
low-carbon resources, and provides multiple scenarios by which the U.S. could decarbonize the electric 
system by 2050, which can inform any 2-degree scenario analysis by AES.   
 
Investors need information to understand how capital allocation decisions are being made and how 
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those decisions may impact the future value of our holdings. Assessing the resilience of the existing 
portfolio and planned capital projects against a scenario (or scenarios) consistent with achieving the 2-
degree target will provide AES and its investors with valuable information about the viability of 
company assets and important information for strategic planning. 
 
Conclusion 
Climate change and various responses to it create fundamental risks to AES, its operations, and its 
profitability. While AES explicitly acknowledges that multiple energy and climate policies could 
have material adverse impacts on the company, it does not provide any further disclosure needed by 
investors to inform decision-making. Accordingly, investors are encouraged to vote “FOR” this 
important request for enhanced disclosure.  
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